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Abstract—With the growing deployment of host and network
intrusion detection systems in increasingly large and complex
communication networks, managing low-level events from these
systems becomes critically important. A network has multiple
tasks, which consist of multiple network services aiding the
execution of a task. An emerging track of security research
has focused on event prioritization and correlation to rank the
criticality of events and reduce the number of low-level events. To
prioritize and correlate events, the ongoing tasks in an enterprise
network are identified, as the goal of network operators is
to protect ongoing tasks when a security breach occurs. The
prioritization of an event depends on the criticality of an ongoing
task that is potentially threatened by the event. Additionally, in
order to support network operators, we correlate all events that
target the same task. A particular task may depend on multiple
network services and involve multiple network devices.So, if one
network service becomes unavailable, other network services will
be affected over time since they are dependent on one another.
Unfortunately, dependency details are often not documented and
are difficult to discover by relying on human expert knowledge.
In order to solve this problem, a network dependency analysis
based on network traffic is conducted. We rely on pattern mining
techniques to discover tasks in a monitored enterprise network.
A formal description of the identified tasks is provided and
events are prioritized and correlated based on this model. The
pattern mining based network dependency analysis algorithm is
evaluated based on a real-world network and three networks that
where created with a network simulator.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Malicious actors exploiting cyberspace have been identified
by the United States intelligence community as the top national
security threat [1]. Similarly, Dell’s annual threat report states
a 100% increase in SCADA attacks [2]. This report is based
on an analysis of data gathered by Dell’s global response
intelligence defense network that consists of millions of security sensors in more than 200 countries. Due to the rising
of cybercrime, there has been a great demand for information
security systems, e.g., intrusion detection systems.
In the following we understand an Intrusion Detection
System (IDS) as a system, which has been developed to monitor an enterprise network for malicious events. An IDS can
either be a software or hardware-based system and resulting
information is referred to as events or alerts. Generally, these
systems are positioned to detect cyber attacks originating from
outside a company’s own network. IDSs are placed in positions

where high volumes of network traffic occur as they can only
report on malicious activity that they are able to observe. To
monitor network traffic these systems generally are based on a
low-level network traffic model. Thus, low-level events events
are created due to the low-level of data that IDSs analyze.
Knowledge of both networking technology and infiltration
techniques is required to correctly interpret high amounts of
high paced low-level events. Furthermore, IBM’s 2015 cyber
security intelligence index reveals that approximately half
of all cyber attacks originate from within a company’s own
network [3]. Cyber attacks means in effect that at least one
network service was exploited.
We depend on network services in many aspects of our daily
lives (e.g., email, smart homes, medical services, electricity
supply, water supply). Network services operate on distributed
sets of clients and servers and rely on supporting network
services, such as Kerberos, Domain Name System (DNS),
and Active Directory. Hence, network services need to interact
with each other in order to function correctly. Since, engineers
use the divide-and-conquer approach to implement a new task,
they are able to reuse network services and do not need to reimplement complex customized ones. Unfortunately, implementation and dependency details are often not documented,
and are difficult to discover by referring to human expert
knowledge, for obvious reasons.
Currently, conventional network security approaches focus
on perimeter protection instead of identifying the most business critical assets and protect those. Stuxnet [4] or Flame [?]
have taught us that in order to protected critical infrastructures
against these advanced persistent threats, perimeter protection
simply is not enough. To underpin this statement we refer to
the director Sean McGurk of the National Cybersecurity and
Communications Integration Center (NCCIC) at the Department of Homeland Security [5]:
“In our experience in conducting hundreds of vulnerability
assessments in the private sector, in no case have we ever
found the operations network, the SCADA system or energy
management system separated from the enterprise network.
On average, we see 11 direct connections between those
networks. In some extreme cases, we have identified up to
250 connections between the actual producing network and
the enterprise network.”
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IDS events can only be prioritized if the implications of
a network service or network device failing are understood.
For example an IDS event that is linked to a critical network
service needs to be prioritized over an event that is linked to
a network service of little importance. To monitor the status
of a BP based on all incoming IDS events, all events that
target involved network services need to be correlated. In
the content of this work we conduct a network dependency
analysis based on network traffic to identify activity patterns
that we denote as tasks. We formally describe our notion of a
task, before prioritizing and correlating events based on task
data structures. An evaluation of the identified tasks is based
on a real-world network and three networks that where created
with the network simulator ns-3 [6].
II. R ELATED W ORK
Most approaches correlate intrusion events and extract
attack scenarios to predict the next attacker action [7], [8],
[9], [10], [11]. However, different intrusion event approaches
have different focuses. Several researches have concentrated
on how to reduce the amount of events as well as decreasing
the false positive rate [12], [13], [14]. Others cluster similar
events [10], [11] to discover high-level attack scenarios or
represent and reason with operator preferences regarding
the events they analyze [15]. Others focus on solving the
problem of aggregating events into multi-step attacks as a
data mining problem [8], [9]. Regardless of their slightly
different research focuses, event correlation approaches
can be separated into three different categories: Similaritybased, statistics-based and knowledge-based approaches.
Similarity-based event correlation approaches rely on features
to compare the similarity of two events or a single event
with a cluster of events. Statistics-based security focused
approaches [10], [12], [14], [11] focus on clustering similar
events. Knowledge-based event correlation methods rely on
formal knowledge representations to provide predicate-based
event correlation. A common drawback of these approaches
is that they rely on a lot of human input[10], [12], [16]. As
the complexity of computer networks is growing faster than
the ability to understand them, the quality of the human input
is questionable. Statistics-based event correlation methods
depend on underlying attribute distributions (such as Gaussian
distribution) of deviations from what is expected. Valdes et
al. [7] use statistical methods on multiple event metrics to
establish a lower level of correlation before discovering attack
step correlations. Farhadi et al. [8] studied how to correlate
event patterns using Hidden Markov Models and focused on
machine learning based attack plan recognition to correlate
and predict events. Unfortunately, most of the presented
approaches implicitly rely on a threat agent model [7], [8],
[9], [10], [11]. However, threat agents range from individual
hackers, to organized hacker groups, organized crime,
industrial espionage, disgruntled employees, terrorist groups
to nation state attacks. Due to the lack of information on these
different threat agents, predicting their next possible action
and validating the proposed adversary model is very difficult.

Rather than focusing on how events affect ongoing tasks in
the monitored network, the above mentioned approaches focus
on aggregating similar events or extracting attack scenarios
to predict the next attacker action. Evaluating the quality of
a threat model is difficult as little information is available
about different threat agents. However, network operators
know the purpose of their network and monitored networks
provide a multitude of information available for data mining
problems. Among the available information is network traffic,
routing tables, Network Address Translation (NAT) rules and
events. This information can be used to exploit pattern mining
approaches to discover tasks in the monitored network. The
focus of the approach introduced in the context of this work is
to monitor how events affect ongoing tasks in the monitored
network. The reasoning behind this approach is that events
affecting business-critical tasks have more impact in the eyes
of a network operator than others. Also, network operators
can judge whether they agree with the identified tasks. Due
to little information being available about threat agents, we
argue that it is very difficult to conduct a similar evaluation
with attacker model based approaches. In contradiction
to knowledge-based approaches we focus on minimizing
the required human input. The approach introduced in the
following is able to (i) automatically discover activities in the
network and (ii) correlate incoming events based on targeted
tasks.

III. N ETWORK M ODEL
Modeling an IT network requires a basic understanding of
the Open Systems Interconnection (OSI) model. For understanding network connectivity, the following layers of the OSI
model are of particular interest: data link layer, network layer,
transport layer and application layer. We define a network
device as a physical device on the network. The data link
layer physically links network devices using MAC addresses
to identify devices. However, the data link layer only provides
point-to-point connectivity. For enabling network connectivity
beyond a point-to-point communication, a network layer protocol such as the Internet Protocol (IP) is required. IP addresses
are used to identify source and destination of an end-to-end
connection. In other words, MAC addresses allow a pointto-point connection, while IP addresses provide an end-toend connection. Therefore, switches and routers are used to
forward packets, i.e. they act as intermediate hosts.
Definition 1 (Device): Let M AC and IP be non empty sets
of MAC and IP addresses, respectively (M AC∩IP = ∅), then
D ⊆ P(M AC) \ {∅} × P(IP ) is the set of (network) devices.
Definition 1 allows a device to be assigned multiple MAC
addresses and IP addresses. Being able to assign multiple
MAC addresses to a network device is needed as routers and
switches supply multiple point-to-point endpoints. However,
switches do not necessarily need to have IP addresses as they
work on the data link layer. From this it follows that they are
not visible on the network layer.

Definition 2 (Network): A (communication) network N is
tuple (D, E) consisting of a finite set of devices D and a finite
set of edges E, along with E ⊆ {{di , dj }|di , dj ∈ D, di 6=
dj }.
The end-to-end connection between network devices is the
basis of this network model and can automatically be derived
based on routing tables or router configuration. Due to the
derivation of the network formally introduced in Definition 2,
data link layer devices such as switches are opaque. In
Example 1 we introduce a running example based on a power
grid’s communication network and illustrate the corresponding
network in Figure 2.
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Fig. 2. A small excerpt of the network described in Example 1.

network services to achieve a certain goal. However, a single
network service can unambiguously be assigned to an application given that it is not running on a dynamically assigned
port. In this paper, we do not make a formal distinction
between network services and applications, and we use the
term network services. These network services are located on
the application layer and are able to communicate end-to-end
with each other through a transport layer protocol.
Definition 3 (Network Service): To derive all network
services hosted by a device dj , we define the relationship
HOST S(dj ), which returns all network services hosted by
dj . In order to derive the device a service s is hosted by,
we write HOST S −1 (s), and associate service si with device
dj by writing sji . Given a service sji ∈ S, the corresponding
device dj can be derived by dj = HOST S −1 (sji ).
Below we show how to identify network dependencies based
on the presented network model.
Fig. 1. Running example of a communication network in a power grid.

Example 1: The schematic diagram in Figure 1 illustrates
an excerpt of a power grid network. A primary control center
hosts a Human Machine Interface for Medium Voltage Substation (HMI MV) and an HMI for High Voltage Substation
(HMI HV). A so called Historian stores historical event and
measurement data, and an Application Server analyzes the
status of the monitored power grid. Remote Terminal Units
(RTUs) collect data from sensors and control actuators situated
at remote sites and send data to a Master Terminal Unit
(MTU) through the network. The remote sites consist of High
Voltage (HV) and Medium Voltage (MV) Substations. Buses
are connection points and within the running example they interconnect a generator that is located within the HV Substation
via a tranformator and a MV Substation to a “smart home”.
The “smart home” incorporates a smart meter, intelligent
heating and a thermostat. Figure 2 shows the corresponding
network of the schematic diagram introduced in Figure 1. The
network is represented as an undirected graph as introduced
in Definition 2. Network devices are represented as nodes and
communication links correspond to edges.
Generally, devices that are end points in your network can
host network services. An application can rely on multiple

IV. N ETWORK D EPENDENCY A NALYSIS
Tasks consist of multiple network services that depend on
each other to fulfill a common goal. Network services can
be directly or indirectly dependent on each other. In order
to automatically derive tasks, we need to identify direct and
indirect dependencies between network services. Thus, we
design a network dependency analysis approach to identify
direct and potential indirect dependencies between network
services in data networks. The aim of network dependency
analysis is to find typical sequences of operation in data
networks. A network captures devices that are communication
endpoints and additional intermediate devices, over which
endpoints communicate. Network devices that are endpoints
can host network services. Based on network traffic analysis
we will detect network services and determine how they communicate in an end-to-end manner with each other. We conduct
a network dependency analysis based on packet headers (e.g.
IP, UDP and TCP) and timing data in network traffic.
A. Direct Dependency
Data is exchanged in the form of packets between the network service sji and slk . We term these end-to-end interactions

between network services as direct dependencies. The direct
dependency between network services sji and slk is denoted as
SDEP = {(sji , slk ) | sji sends a packet to slk
in the period under consideration}

(1)

Based on Definition 3 a direct dependency between network
services sji and slk leads to a direct dependency between the
respective hosts dj and dl . This can be written as


DDEP = { HOST S −1 (sji ), HOST S −1 (slk ) | (sji , slk ) ∈ SDEP }

(2)

Definition 4 (direct dependency): Let a direct dependency
between network services be denoted as SDEP and defined in
Equation 1. We write δ(sji , slk ) to denote (sji , slk ) ∈ SDEP .
Based on Definition 3, a direct dependency between network
services results in a direct dependency between devices. We
write δ(HOST S −1 (sji ), HOST S −1 (slk )) = δ(dj , dl ) to state
the derivation of DDEP based on SDEP . Over time, network services that are directly dependent exchange packets. A
direct dependency δ(sji , slk ) means that a network device dj
hosts a service sji that sends data to another service slk , which
is located on network device dl . This means slk depends on
service sji and a delay, disruption, degradation or failure in
service sji will lead to delay, disruption, degradation or failure
of service slk . Packets include timestamps that denote when
the package was exchanged between the two hosts dj and
dl via the network service sji and slk . A continuous timeline
is monitored for finite period of time, which is sliced into k
timesteps of a predefined size. Predefined time steps can for
example be seconds, milliseconds or nanoseconds. Based on
this model we can see when data was exchanged and are able
to count the number of packets exchanged within a time step.
The packages exchanged between directly dependent network
services δ(sji , slk ) over time constitute a vector from Nk . We
use δ(sji , slk ) in a predicative way as well as for denoting time
series, hence we write δ(sji , slk ) ∈ Nk .
B. Indirect Dependency
Beyond direct dependencies there exist more complex dependencies in an IT network. Estimating complex dependencies with SDEP + would derive complex dependencies
based on device connectivity. This would overestimate the
number of indirect dependencies and forgo the derivation of a
deeper semantic understanding of complex dependencies in a
network. To derive a deeper semantic understanding of complex dependencies in a network, we analyze communication
patterns and derive indirect dependencies based on “similar”
communication patterns. Given a direct dependency δ(sji , slk ),
all network services hosted by HOST S −1 (slk ) = dl are
candidates for an indirect dependency. An indirect dependency
implies that the data received by slk is processed on device dl .
Then, data is sent to another network service slm . Due to the
processing of data on device dl , the request might be sent to
slm τdelay time steps later. Hence, the communication patterns
of both direct dependencies would be similar, although shifted
by τdelay time steps.

Example 2: Consider the schematic diagram of a network in
an electrical power grid presented in Figure 2 with an operator
using HMI MV. The operator intends to send a request to a
substation’s Remote Terminal Unit (RTU). Hence, an HMI
MV sends this request to the Front End Server (FES). The
FES transfers the request to a router, which transmits the
request to the corresponding router of the substation. The
substation’s router then sends the request to the RTU. Based on
the assumption that communication is based on TCP/UDP, the
involved network devices send and receive requests via hosted
network services. Problems at any of these involved network
services may lead to a failed request for the operator, namely
the request not being sent. Operators need to understand the
respective indirect dependencies in order to locate the reason
why the task “send request to RTU” failed. Also, indirect
dependencies help an operator understand the impact of a
failed task. If the task “send request to RTU” involves a highly
critical device, then a failure of the task could be critical, too.
In order to understand the general case, we consider two
direct dependencies δ(sji , slk ) and δ(slm , son ) that are hosted
by network devices dj , dl and do . In some sense, the network
services are adjoined.
ISDEP = SDEP ./HOST S −1 (2)=HOST S −1 (1) SDEP

(3)

If a network service sji sends a request to slk , which processes
the data on device dl , and an application on dl sends a
request via network service slm to son , then we refer to
the two direct dependencies δ(sji , slk ) and δ(slm , son ) as indirect dependency (sji , slk , slm , son ). For brevity, we denote
this indirect dependency as ι(δ(sji , slk ), δ(slm , son )). Note that
network service slk and slm are both hosted by device dl , i.e.
HOST S −1 (slk ) = HOST S −1 (slm ). Based on Definition 3 an
indirect dependency ISDEP between network services leads
to an indirect dependency IDDEP between the involved
devices. The relation IDDEP is defined as

IDDEP = map(λ ((s0 , s00 , s000 )) . HOST S −1 (s0 ), HOST S −1 (s00 ), HOST S −1 (s000 ) ,
Q

1,2,4

(4)

ISDEP )

The assumption of indirect dependencies is that data being
exchanged within a direct dependency δ(sji , slk ) is also used
by a direct dependency δ(slm , son ). Hence, the two direct
dependencies are dependent on each other. Consequently, a
failure, degradation or delay of δ(sji , slk ) can lead to failure,
disruption or degradation of the other direct dependency
δ(slm , son ) and vice versa. Additionally, all direct dependencies
are also described by communication patterns. Example 2
describes a scenario containing such indirect dependencies.
Normalized cross-correlation [17] according to Equation 5
is used to detect how similar both communication patterns
δ(sji , slk ) and δ(slm , son ), which are both vectors of length k,
are. Equation 6 is used to detect the temporal shift between
the δ(sji , slk ) and δ(slm , son ). The normalized cross correlation

ρ(δ(sji , slk ), δ(slm , son )) is defined as

son

ρ(δ(sji , slk ), δ(slm , son ))[τ ] =
1
k

k
P



l
o
δ(sji ,slk )[n]−δ(sji ,slk ) ·(δ(slm ,so
n )[n+τ ]−δ(sm ,sn ))
σ

σ l o
j
δ(s ,sl ) δ(sm ,sn )
i k

n=0

,

slm

(5)
spr

where σδ(sj ,sl ) , σδ(slm ,son ) are the standard deviations and
i

k

δ(sji , slk ), δ(slm , son ) are the means of δ(sji , slk ) and δ(slm , son ),
respectively.
The point in time τdelay , where both signals are best aligned
can be found with
τdelay = argmaxt ρ(δ(sji , slk ), δ(slm , son ))[τ ].

(6)

slk

slp

sqs

sji
Fig. 3. An example of a set of tasks T S.

V. E VENT P ROCESSING

If ρ(δ(sji , slk ), δ(slm , son ))[τdelay ] > θ, we consider both communications to be correlated and therefore indirectly dependent and shifted by τdelay . The delay τdelay is added to every
indirect dependency in ISDEP .

After having conducted a network dependency analysis, the
focus of this section is to use previously identified network
dependencies for event processing. Incoming event streams
are heterogeneous data streams. Hence, events have to be
normalized before prioritizing and correlating them.

C. Clustering Dependencies

A. Event Normalization

Aside from intermediate devices (e.g. routers and switches),
network devices can be categorized into client and server
network devices. In the following we will refer to client
network devices as clients and server network devices as
servers. Clients and servers are able to send requests. Servers
additionally provide network services that answer these requests. Generally, the number of clients by far surpasses
the number of servers. Requests are often sent through a
dynamically assigned port. These ports are in the range from
215 + 214 to 216 and are available for private, customized or
temporary purposes.
Definition 5 (Cluster Network Service): Let S be a set
of services that are hosted by device dj . All network services communicating through a dynamically assigned port, are
grouped by sj∗ ∈ S, which is called cluster network service.

Based on syslog-ng [18], we integrate events generated
by heterogeneous IDS sensors into a standardized data formats called Intrusion Detection Message Exchange Format
(IDMEF) [19]. IDMEF was the first attempt to address the
problem of formatting and standardizing events [20]. The
IDMEF data model is a standard representation of events with
a predefined set of attributes.

D. Tasks
Indirect dependencies are elementary building blocks for deriving tasks in communication networks. We consider indirect
dependencies as the smallest possible task, because according
to our communication approach a similar communication
pattern is detected. Hence, we conclude all network services
within the involved direct dependencies are dependent on each
other. An indirect dependency ι(δ(sji , slk ), δ(slm , son )) contains
the notion that a failure or delay of δ(sji , slk ) leads to a failure
or delay of δ(slm , son ). Tasks broaden this notion and cluster
all network services that might lead to or be affected by a
delay or failure. Hence, the set of tasks T S is defined as
T S = SCC ((S, map(asSet, ISDEP ))) ,

(7)

where SCC denotes the strongly connected components (SCC)
of the hypergraph given as parameter (asSet maps a tuple into
a set of components). Figure 3 illustrates a possible set of
tasks T S. To find the devices T D associated to a task, we use
dev : P(S) → P(D) as

dev(t) = map HOST S −1 , t
(8)

B. Event Prioritizing and Correlation
Considering a set of events E, every event can be linked to
a set of network services according to Equation 9,
ES : E → P(S),

(9)

with a mapping function ES, an event set E and a network
service set S. Based on the identified set of network services,
a set of involved devices can be derived with the function dev.
Events that affect the same devices are correlated into a
single IDMEF event. Whether two events ex , ey ∈ E are
correlated is derived by,
∀ex , ey ∈ E : ES(ex ) ∩ ES(ey ) 6= ∅
=⇒ {ex , ey } ∈ IDMEFEV

(10)

Correlated events CORREV are defined as the SCCs of the
graph (S, IDMEFEV ). In order to support an operator in
understanding how a correlated event affects the monitored
network, we map events to a set of devices.
affectedDevices : E → P(D)
[
affectedDevices(e) = {dev(t) | ES(ẽxy ) ∩ t 6= ∅} (11)
t∈T S,
ẽxy ∈CORREV

An operator is then able to see all events and all devices, which
might potentially by affect them. All network devices are
assigned criticality values according to the following equation.
CRIT : D → {low, medium, high}

(12)

Based on the criticality map for devices, we are able to
prioritize correlated events by defining the following order
relation on CORREV :

VII. C ONCLUSION

≤= {(ex , ey ) ∈ CORREV × CORREV |
reduce(max, map(CRIT, affectedDevices(ex )), low)

(13)

≤ reduce(max, map(CRIT, affectedDevices(ey )), low)}

A correlated event is ranked as the highest criticality category
of all affected network devices. So, a correlated event is
assigned a criticality value and it can be ranked into one of the
three criticality categories {low, medium, high}. This allows
a network operator to prioritize events that might potentially
affect more critical network devices.
VI. E XPERIMENTAL E VALUATION
The purpose of the experimental evaluation is to prove the
following Hypothesis 1.
Hypothesis 1: Normalized cross correlation is able to uncover true positive indirect dependencies between network
services.
According to the definitions presents below we implemented
an algorithm, which is implemented in C++ and we use
OpenCV [21] to apply normalized cross correlation to communication patterns. We analyze the implemented algorithm
based on a data set from a real-world enterprise network.
In order to get a ground truth from the identified indirect
dependencies are shown to a network operator. The network
operator classify the indirect dependencies as true positive
or false positive. Given a listing of the identified indirect
dependencies, all of them where classified as true positives.
However, giving an exhaustive list of all indirect dependencies
in the monitored network was outside the field of knowledge
of the network operator.
This is why we explored the possibility of creating a communication networks synthetically in order to have a known
ground truth. The underlying structure of our synthetically
created communication networks is based on three topologies
introduced in the “Guide to Industrial Control System Security” from [22], which is modeled with the network simulator
Ns-3 [6] and we add 10% of indirect dependencies randomly.
Implementing the test network gives us the ground truth to
evaluate the results of the implemented algorithm.
TABLE I
R ESULTS OF THE ANALYZED DATA SETS .
data
set
enterprise
network
ns-3
network 1
ns-3
network 2
ns-3
network 3

The results of the analyzed data sets is shown in Table I and
show few false positives.

network
services

number of
direct
dependencies

number of true
positive indirect
dependencies

number of false
positive indirect
dependencies

802

829

103

?

48

144

16

1

54

162

19

2

47

141

15

1

In this paper we proposed an event prioritization and correlation approach. In order to correlate all events potentially affecting the same task, we proposed a approach for identifying a
network’s underlying tasks based on network traffic. Underlying tasks are identified by comparing communication patterns
between network service via normalized cross-correlation.
In this work we formally identify tasks as consisting of
multiple network services that depend on each other to fulfill
a common goal. Future work includes merging indirect dependencies that have multiple common network services into a
single dependency. Also, we plan to investigate communicable
formats for these low-level tasks.
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